
More Tense Times
Read the following historical story. Highlight any tense inconsistencies. 

The first thing that Sam had noticing about life in Filey were the air. It rolling in, unsaw, across 
the glittering North Sea, reaching into the streets and narrow ginnels to caress everything 
that it touch. After just four days in his new home, Sam could feel his lungs been cleansed of 
London’s dust and grime with every deep breath that he taken. The air feels so crisp and clean 
that stood in Mrs Ward’s clifftop garden and filling his chest will become a morning addiction. 
Even the seagulls was beginning to recognised him.

“It won’t run out, you know.”

Sam didn’t need to turned around to knew that his host were standing in the garden behind 
him. Mrs Ward were a kind woman. She have welcomed Sam into her house like an aunt and 
has made him felt wanted. Part of her own morning ritual was to hang the damp washing 
out on a thin clothes line which stretch from one corner of her garden to the next. Sam often 
helping her.
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More Tense Times Answers
Read the following historical story. Highlight any tense inconsistencies. 

The first thing that Sam had noticing about life in Filey were the air. It rolling in, unsaw, 
across the glittering North Sea, reaching into the streets and narrow ginnels to caress everything 
that it touch. After just four days in his new home, Sam could feel his lungs been cleansed of 
London’s dust and grime with every deep breath that he taken. The air feels so crisp and clean 
that stood in Mrs Ward’s clifftop garden and filling his chest will become a morning addiction. 
Even the seagulls was beginning to recognised him.

“It won’t run out, you know.”

Sam didn’t need to turned around to knew that his host were standing in the garden behind 
him. Mrs Ward were a kind woman. She have welcomed Sam into her house like an aunt and 
has made him felt wanted. Part of her own morning ritual was to hang the damp washing 
out on a thin clothes line which stretch from one corner of her garden to the next. Sam often 
helping her. 

Correct verb tenses:

The first thing that Sam had noticed about life in Filey was the air. It rolled in, unseen, across 
the glittering North Sea, reaching into the streets and narrow ginnels to caress everything 
that it touched. After just four days in his new home, Sam could feel his lungs being cleansed 
of London’s dust and grime with every deep breath that he took. The air felt so crisp and 
clean that standing in Mrs Ward’s clifftop garden and filling his chest had become a morning 
addiction. Even the seagulls were beginning to recognise him.

“It won’t run out, you know.”

Sam didn’t need to turn around to know that his host was standing in the garden behind him. 
Mrs Ward was a kind woman. She had welcomed Sam into her house like an aunt and had 
made him felt wanted. Part of her own morning ritual was to hang the damp washing out 
on a thin clothes line which stretched from one corner of her garden to the next. Sam often 
helped her.
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